WC find that the estimated times of component ejection from the compact core are reasonably coincidmcent with enhancements in harcl X-ray intensity and 22 GIIz flux density.
III the context of the radio-galaxy population Centaurus A is a low-luminosity FR-I-type source and in general has the properties observed in other FR-I radio galaxies. Overall, the observations of Centaurus A presented here, and from other investigations, are consistent, with the idea that sources with an FR-I appearance are not aligned with our line of sight and have relativistic flow on the sub-parsec scale. l'he apparently sub-luminal sub-parsec-scale jet components are interpreted as being slow patterns on the relativistic flow.
INTRODUCTION
Centaurus A (PKS 1322-427, NGC 5128) is the closest classical radio galaxy, at a distance of approximately 3.5 hlpc (Hui et al. 1993) . It was one of the first radio sources to bc identified with an extragalactic object (Bolton, Stanley, and Slee 1949) Including the results presented in this paper, Centaurus A/NGC 5128 has been observed over eight orders of magnitude in spatial scale and 12 orders of magnitude in photon energy (Odcnwald, Gehrels, and IIoward 1994) .
The entire raclio source occupies approximately 3.5°x 8.5°on the sky, including tile faint extended emission which is oriented along a position angle of approximately 0° (Junkes et al. 1993; Combi and Romero 1997) . Straddling the optical galaxy along a position
angle of approximately 50°ancl separated by approximately 15 kpc are two lobes of radio emission which have been imaged in detail with the VLA (Clarke, Bums, and Norman 1992 ). An unresolved and inverted spectrum radio core which is coincident with the center of the optical galaxy is connected to the north-east lobe by a radio jet (Burns, Fiegelson, and %hreier 1983) . 'l'he jet is obscured at optical wavelengths but has been detected at infrared (Joy et al. 1991 ) and X-ray (Dobereiner et al. 1996) wavelengths.
VI,13] Observations of Cellta,llrus A are ai]ned at imaging the inverted spectrum raclio core. Wade et al. (1971) undertook the first high resolution radio observations of Centaurus A and reported a source less than 0."5 in extent, although noting that the inverted spectrum of the core implied a much smaller extent. Using VI,BI observations, Preston et al. (1983) suggested a model for the nuclear radio source in Centaurus A which --6-consisted of two components, a 50 rnas jet which was seen with 2.3 Gl]z observations, and a more compact component likely to be the core, seen only at higher frequencies since it is
severely se] f-absorbecl at lower frequencies. Based on 2.3 and 8.4 (3Hz VLB1 observations of Centaurus A that, were undertaken during the first S11EVE (Southern Ilemisphere VI, III Flxperiment) observing session in 1982, Meier et al, (1989) proposed a model for the source which consisted of a weak self-absorbed core and an extended jet component some 100 mas away which can be seen at both frequel]cies; the core-jet positio]l angle was estimated to be 510+30, in agreeing with the jet position angle from VLA images of the kiloparsec-scale radio structure.
In this paper we present detailed multi-frequency VI,B1 images of the sub-parsec-scale structure of Centaurus A. The observations span more than 8 yr and use both the SIIEVE array and the VL13A. Using a long series of VLBI observations at 8. 'l'he combined data gave u -v coverages which were far supcwior to those from either of the individual arrays alone, the east-west baselines of the VL13A supplementing the nort}l-sout,h baselines of the SHIIVE array. The combined clata were imagecl as outlined above.
RESULTS

The maps
q'he maps resulting from the imaging procedure are shown in frequency order in Figure   1 . et al. 1995; Jones et al, 1996) and therefore is not visible in the 2.3 C~lIz images of Figure 1 . Registration of the 2.3 and 8.4 GHz images is done via a prominent "kink" in the jet, as described in Jones et al. (1996) . These images are discussed in more detail in $4,2. The core is only weakly seen in the 4,8 GHz images.
The phase center in the 2.3 ancl 4.8 GHz maps coincides with the brightest feature in the source at this frequency, which lies mid-way along the jet. Figure 2 , '1'he solid lines superposed on Figure 2 are cliscussed in $3.3. Finally, the 22 GHz image shown in Figure 1u is the highest resolution image obtained to date of this source. It is discussed further in $3.3.
3.2.
Quantifying the sub-parsec-scale structure of Centaurus A
To quantify the sut>-parsec-scale structure of Centaurus A, using its compact core as our reference point in the image plane, we analyzed of the VLR1 data using the Caltech At 8 of the 13 epochs, the visibility data were well fitted by four-componcmt models in this way. For the rcnnaining five epochs four-component models did not fit well but five-component models clicl. IIowcver, given the lack of telescopes at this epoch and the consistency of the overall data, we fed that the most plausible explanation for this component is that it is the extended jet, truncated by the lack of u -~~coverage in the observation.
3.3.
Quantifying the sub-parsec-scale evolution in Centaurus A of the value of the parameter) amount and fixed at the new value. hlODELFIT was then allowed to re-converge the model with all parameters varying, except for the parameter wh ic% had been fixecl and the position of the core. When the moclel had r-e-converged to its new gooclncss-of-fit (worse than for the best-fitting model), its fit to the visibility amplitudes and closure phases was compared to the fit of the best-fitting model. The Ca]tech VLB1 task VPLOT was used to plot the data against the model predictions and a visual comparison of the two fits was made. If no significant difference could be found between the fit of the two moc]els then the process was repeated, after the parameter being con sidered had been fixecl again at a new, larger displacement from its best-fitting value.
This process allowed us to see how far from best-fit we could force certain components of the models, while the model as a whole retained a good fit to the data.
--14-When a displacement was reached at which the fit of the re-convergecl model to the data was significantly worse than for the best-fitting model, the displacement defined the error bar in one direction. l)isplacements in the opposite sense were used to define the error bar in the opposite direction. From the visibility data, the images, and the modek+, it is apparent that Cl undergoes strong internal evolution. Over the periocl of the first three epochs (91 /03/06 to 92/03/26)
Cl changed its structure appreciably, from being a discrete component 
4.2.
The sub-parsec-scale counter jet
The discovery of the sub-parsec-scale countcrjet in Centaurus A has been reported previously (Jones et al. 1996) . q'he counterjet has been detected at two frequencim, 2.3
GHz (Figures 1a and lb) 
Iiere, o is the spectral index of the jet emission and O is the angle between the jet ancl the line of sight; 3 -Q was chosen as the exponent for this calculation since it is appropriate for a spherical plasmoid rather than 2 -a for a smooth jet. We have detected the jet at two frequencies at the same epoch, but cannot accurately constrain the spectral index since it is likely that free-free absorption is strongly affecting tile observed spectral index (Jones et al. 199[i) . However, the SIC)Wspeed measured for C2 is inconsistent with a is beamed radiation that is Compton scattered into our line of sight. Such a large angle between the jet and our line of sight is also consistent with the large-scale radio morphology of Ccmtaurus A.
Implications for the FR-I class
Centaurus A is the nearest example of an FR-I radio galaxy, As such, the detailed investigations possible for this source will have important implications for the FR-I class.
FR-1 raclio galaxies have, in general, been shown to be asymmetric close to the core, gradually attaining a more symmetrical appearance on larger scales. This is emphasized by VI,BI observations of FR-I sources which give high lower limits on jet-to-counterjet surface brightness ratios (Venturi et al. 1994) , indicating that the jets in FR-1 radio galaxies for any angle to the line of sight, an extreme example of the component speed -brightness ratio inconsistency notecl for other FR-I radio galaxies (Venturi et al. 1994) . However, the fast motions impliecl from the rapid variation of Cl are consistent with the appearance of the counter jet, which is in turn consistent with the large-scale morphology of the radio source. The presence of both fast (inferred) and slow (observed) speeds in Centaurus A and M87 may suggest that slow patterns exist in an underlying relativistic jet flow for FR.-I radio galaxies on the parsec scale.
l'his suggestion has important implications for the difference between FR-1 and FR-11 radio galaxies. If it can be shown that both galaxy types have similar jet speeds on the parsec scale then differences in extended morphology and power may be more likely to be There is some evidence that the core-component zero separation times for Cl, C2, and C3 are linked to enhancements in the X-ray flux from Centaurus A. q'he X-rays are more likely to come from the core rather than from the more extended jet components. Shephercl, h4.C., Pearson, T. J., and Taylor, G.B. 1994, BAAS, 26, 987 Skibo, J. G., l)ermer, C.]). and Kinzer, 1{.1,. 1994 , ApJ, 426, 1,23 g'ingay, S.J. et al. 1994 Aust.J.Phys. 47, 619 Tornikoski, h~. et al. 1996 , A& ASupp 116, 157 Venturi, T. et al. 1993 , ApJ, 408, 81 Venturi, T. et al. 1994 R.hl., Kellermann, 1{.1., and Warclle, J.F.C. 1971, ApJ, 170, 1,11 This manuscript was prepared with the A AS 14~~macros V4,0, 29 6. TABLE CAPTIONS , b, cl, c, g, i, j, n, o, p, q, r, s, t, and u arc -1, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, and 64% of the peak flux density in the map as given in Table 1 . q'he contour levels for f, h, k, 1, m are -0. 5, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32 , and 64% of the peak flux densities as given in Table 1 . -33- .
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